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9:00 AM - 12:00 PM

Masterclass 1 Masterclass 2 Masterclass 3

David Wilsey Denise McNerney, Lynne Brown & 
Crystal Evans

Terry Schmidt

Balanced Scorecard Institute iBossWell, Inc. ManagementPro.com

Strategy Execution 101: Transforming 
Your Strategy into Measurable Results

Getting to Results: Transforming your 
Strategy into Execution

Turn Strategy Into Action: Design Better 
Projects Faster

1:30 PM - 4:30 PM

Masterclass 4 Masterclass 5 Masterclass 6

Kimi Ziemski Yvette Montero Salvatico & 
Frank Spencer

Dr. Constance Rhetta James

KSP Partnership, Inc. Kedge, LLC Pepperdine University

Creating and Leading Teams that Thrive 
Through Disruption

Maximizing Scenario Methodologies for 
21st Century Strategy Execution

Core Competence Strategies

5:00 - 7:00 PM Opening Reception

9:00 AM - 4:30 PM

Certification Study Course - Full Day

James D. Stockmal & Susan Radwan

Assoication for Strategic Planning (ASP) 

Are you Certifiable? A Kick-Off for Certification Study 

WEDNESDAY MAY 9 - PRE CONFERENCE
9:00 AM - 4:30 PM

MASTERCLASSES - $195 PER CLASS

CERTIFICATION STUDY COURSE - $300

PRE CONFERENCE AGENDA
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THURSDAY MAY 10 - CONFERENCE DAY 1
7:30 AM - 4:30 PM

CONFERENCE DAY 1 AGENDA

7:30 AM - 4:30 PM Registration and Exhibitor Showcase

8:00 AM - 8:30 PM Breakfast

8:30 AM - 8:45 PM Welcome Remarks

8:45 AM - 9:30 AM Keynote Presentation: Ismael Roig, Archer Daniels Midland Company

Session 1 Session 2 Session 3 Session 4

9:45 AM - 11:00 AM Litzy Garcia Dr. Okanga Boniface, 
Dr. Darelle Groenewald & 
Professor Cecile Nieuwenhuizen

Michael Stewart Norma Watenpaugh

Dalmier Trucks North America University of Johannesburg Work Effects Phoenix Consulting Group

Portfolio Management in Corporate 
Enivronment to Maintain Leadership 
in the Market

Strategic Mangement of Business 
Operations in Turbulent and Evolving 
African Markets 

Your Organization’s DNA: Taking 
Culture Out of the Shadows 

Sucess is not an Accident: The Secret 
Sauce for Successful Collaboration

11:00 AM - 11:30 AM Break and Exhibitor Showcase

Session 5 Session 6 Session 7 Session 8 

11:30 AM - 12:45 PM

Dr. Mohamed M. Mahmoud Dr. Mark Phillips & Syed Mehdi Shelley Rappaport Joe Brownlee & Peter Markos

Madinah Institute for Leadership and 
Entrepreneurship

San Antonio Airport System, City of 
San Antonio

SBR Strategy, LLC Rotary Internatioal

Using the Balanced Scorecard to 
articulate, operationalize, deploy and 
monitor strategy implementation in 
Government Organization: The case 
of City of Jeddah.

Your Flights About Ready to Depart: 
Implementing a New Strategic 
Direction at a City Airport

Planning for the Unknown: How 
Resource Planning Processes Can 
Inform Strategy in the Face 
of Uncertainty

Transforming Your Org Culture, 
Processes and Structure to Align 
Project Execution Enterprise Strategy

12:45 PM - 1:45 PM Lunch and ASP General Meeting

1:45 PM - 2:30 PM Keynote Presentation: Dan Kotecki, Cancer Treatment Centers of America

Session 9 Session 10 Session 11 Session 12

2:45 PM - 4:00 PM

Cyril Awere David Sanchez & Diane Flynn John Bugalla, Kim Nesbitt, 
Dr. E. Lauria & Dr. P. Godfrey

Tiffany Prince

Trusted Advisors Group Integrated Project Management 
Company, Inc.

ermINSIGHTS
The MITRE Corporation

Prince Performance LLP

Lean Agile HR Operations and it’s 
Impact on Strategy Execution

Development and Execution 
of a Successful Retail 
Growth Strategy

A Joint Presentation on 
Risk Management

The Strategy and Talent Gap: How to 
Effectively Align your Organization’s 
Needs for the Future

4:00 PM - 4:30 PM Break and Exhibitor Showcase

7:00 PM Networking Dinners (optional)
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8:00 AM - 2:00 PM Registration and Exhibitor Showcase

8:00 AM - 8:30 PM Breakfast

8:30 AM - 9:00 PM Nonprofit Strategic Planning Survey Update

9:05 AM - 10:00 AM Keynote Presentation

10:00 AM - 10:45 AM Break and Exhibitor Showcase

10:45 AM - 12:00 PM

Session 13 Session 14 Session 15 Session 16

Philip Weinzimer Sello Makhubela Bruce Mabee Michael Taylor 

Strategere Consulting SMATMASS Milestone Partners, LLC SchellingPoint

Aligning IT Strategy with Business 
Strategy: A Successful Methodology 
and Case Study Example

Closing the Strategy Execution Gap: 
The Business Model Driven Enterprise 
Architecture Approach

Leaping the Execution Gap Simply? 
A Flipped Approach to  Engage 
Stakeholders into 21st Century 
Strategic Action

Drift Happens: From Goals to 
Outcomes Using Scheduled 
Alignment Corrections

12:00 PM - 1:15 PM Lunch and Awards

11:30 AM - 12:45 PM

Mission Driven Panel

Chinue Uecker - ICMC (Panel Moderator) 
Meegan Scott - Magate Wildhorse Ltd.

Marie Muscella - The MITRE Coporation
Michael Coffey

2:15 PM - 3:30 PM

Session 17 Session 18 Session 19

Jody Schrandt Alan Leeds Doug Maris & Amy Yu

Veriquest Partners Y-Change, Inc. LBL Strategies

Lesson Learned: How a Beautiful 
Customer Strategy Can Go Down in 
Flames

Bridging the Strategy Execution Gap: 
Revolutionizing the HOW!

Five Practical Tools to Bridge the 
Strategy-Execution Gap

3:30 PM Conference Close

FRIDAY MAY 11 - CONFERENCE DAY 2
8:00 AM - 3:30 PM

CONFERENCE DAY 2 AGENDA
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MASTERCLASS 1
9:00 AM - 12:00 PM

BSI Chief Operating Officer David Wilsey is a strategic planning, performance 
measurement, and strategy execution specialist that helps organizations 
improve focus and strategic performance. He is an international strategic 
planning, balanced scorecard and performance measurement thought leader 
as co-author of BSI’s signature book, The Institute Way – Simplify Strategic 
Planning and Management with the Balanced Scorecard, co-author of the 
Strategy Professional Resource Center’s Association for Strategic Planning 
SMP/SPP/SPA Certification Exam Study Guide, and the author of numerous 
articles and a widely read blog. 

He currently manages BSI’s overall business operations. He has 25 years of 
experience in a wide range of fields, including consulting & training, engineering, 
marketing, manufacturing, design, programming, research, education, and 
multimedia production. He has led numerous BSI client engagements and has 
taught hundreds of participants over many years of balanced scorecard public 
and client-site workshops. He is one of only a handful of Licensed PuMP® 
(Performance Measure Process) Consultants in the world and is an ASP 
certified Strategic Management Professional.

Strategy execution can be a frustrating activity: conflicting priorities, 
misaligned resources, incoherent strategy design, cultural complications, and 
miscommunications can all lead to failure. Despite these challenges, many 
leaders and managers are embarrassed to admit that they have never learned 
fundamental strategy execution best practices. In this Strategy Execution 101 
Masterclass, participants will learn basic techniques for articulating strategic 
objectives, mapping strategy, identifying measurable intended results, 
developing and reporting meaningful KPIs, and implementing action plans that 
employees can use to manage and report on strategic improvements.

This masterclass is developed around the BSI’s Nine Steps™ strategic 
planning and management methodology and draws on key elements from both 
the Balanced Scorecard Professional and the KPI Professional Certification 
Programs offered by BSI in association with the George Washington University 
College of Professional Studies.

STRATEGY EXECUTION 101: TRANSFORMING YOUR 
STRATEGY INTO MEASURABLE RESULTS

DAVID WILSEY
Balanced Scorecard Institute

WEDNESDAY MAY 9 - PRE CONFERENCE
[return to full agenda]
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MASTERCLASS 2
9:00 AM - 12:00 PM

Denise McNerney, President & CEO, iBossWell, Inc. Serving primarily nonprofit 
and public sector organizations, iBossWell has helped over 400 organizations 
do their good work better for 15 years. Their focus is strategic planning and 
helping staff and board leaders build the organizational culture and leadership 
skills needed to successfully execute their plans, and take the organization 
to outstanding performance. Denise has more than 30 years’ experience 

“Congratulations, you have a strategic plan. Now, show me what you’ve 
accomplished.” In this era of increasing focus on performance and outcomes, 
simply having a plan is not enough. Nonprofit organizations, government 
agencies, trade and professional associations are being asked to clearly 
demonstrate how they are transforming their strategies into action and results. 
This Masterclass presented by leaders from ASP’s Nonprofit Center for 
Excellence, will outline specific tools and approaches attendees can put to 
work to help their organizations bridge the gap between strategic vision and 
execution. 

The program will discuss methods for aligning vision and effort across 
organizational leadership, front line staff, and the board of directors, and 
include explicit conversation about creating an environment that encourages 
continuous learning through ongoing implementation and assessment of the 
plan. Perhaps most important, the session will review successful practices for 
identifying resource needs during plan development and aligning those needs 
with budget and staff forecasting to drive long term plan implementation.

GETTING TO RESULTS: TRANSFORMING STRATEGY 
INTO EXECUTION

DENISE MCNERNEY
iBossWell, Inc.

WEDNESDAY MAY 9 - PRE CONFERENCE

LYNNE BROWN
iBossWell, Inc.

Lynne Brown brings more than 25 years of experience to her role as Vice 
President of Strategic Consulting at iBossWell, Inc. Since joining the company 
seven year ago Lynne has assisted a diverse list of clients in the non-profit 
sector to develop and prepare to implement their strategic plans, and to 
enhance the capacity of their boards and staff to achieve high performance. 
Her clients have included government agencies and NPOs in health care, 
human services, education, and the arts. In addition, she directs the marketing 
and training efforts for WePlanWell™ an online strategic plan development 
tool and strategic management system created by iBossWell. Lynne is a 
leader in the Center for Nonprofit Excellence, a community of practice within 
the Association for Strategic Planning (ASP). She has been instrumental in 
planning and facilitating the Center’s monthly First Mondays discussions. 
She helped ASP launch World Strategy Week in 2014, a global forum that 
brings together international experts and leaders in leading, developing and 
implementing strategy.

CRYSTAL EVANS
Regis University

with efforts that have had positive impact on the bottom-line of hundreds of 
organizations and the lives of individuals within. She has published numerous 
articles, and a book – “The PeoplePACT: Achieving exemplary performance 
through humane leadership.” She also led the development of a new web-
based tool for strategic planning and performance tracking – WePlanWell®. 
Denise is vice president of the the board of directors for the Association for 
Strategic Planning and the chair of the Association’s Center for Nonprofit 
Excellence.

[return to full agenda]
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MASTERCLASS 3
9:00 AM - 12:00 PM

Terry Schmidt is a recognized leader in strategic planning and project 
management who has assisted corporations, governments, and research 
institutions in 42 countries worldwide. Terry earned his BS in Aerospace 
Engineering from the University of Washington and his MBA from Harvard 
University.

Terry is the founder of Seattle-based ManagementPro.com.  A master consultant 
and dynamic keynote speaker, his clients include Apple, Activision Blizzard, 
Timex Group, Symantec, eBay, Boeing, Sony, Disney, DirecTV, , Northrop-
Grumman, the Naval Air Warfare Center, Los Alamos National Laboratory, and 
the Federal Reserve Board.

Terry specializes in translating strategic planning into executable projects, and 
is the author of Strategic Project Management Made Simple: Practical Tools for 
Leaders and Teams (Wiley), named one of the top eight project management 
books on the market.Terry teaches in executive management programs 
worldwide, and is a popular keynoter and conference workshop leader. He has 
been the top-rated instructor at the UCLA Technical Management Program, 
and is on the MIT Professional Institute faculty.

He served on the ASP core national task force that developed the certification 
program. He is recognized as a Strategic Management Professional 
License#004 and was one of the charter qualified REPs.

Terry won first prize in ASP’s three annual video contests, by creating 
innovative videos that entertained as well as promoted strategic planning. He 
brings creativity, passion, and a multi-disciplinary systems thinking approach 
to all his presentations and projects.

Looking for a better way to get your most critical projects moving quicker? This 
fast- paced workshop equips you with a powerful interactive thinking system 
and a step-by- step process to successfully tackle complex problems, projects, 
issues, and opportunities of all types.

Learn to apply The Logical Framework Approach (LFA), a breakthrough 
methodology which systematically links projects to strategic goals. This fresh 
approach is absent from conventional Project Management methods and has 
been called “the missing link.” The LFA combines key concepts from Strategic 
Planning, Project Management, Risk Analysis, and the Scientific Method into 
a visual matrix that adds exceptional clarity at the “fuzzy front end” of project 
design.

After learning the core concepts, you’ll apply them for the topic of your choice. 
Bring along a real project or performance issue to work on, and you’ll leave 
with a ready-to-use action strategy.

The bottom line: Your projects will start smoother, reach their goals faster, and 
with fewer problems along the way. Participants will receive Terry Schmidt’s 
latest book, along with a library of application examples.

TURING STRATEGY INTO ACTION: DESIGN BETTER 
PROJECTS FASTER

TERRY SCHMIDT
ManagementPro.com

WEDNESDAY MAY 9 - PRE CONFERENCE
[return to full agenda]
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MASTERCLASS 4
1:30 PM - 4:30 PM

Ms. Ziemski has worked in professional performance improvement for over 
15 years – specializing in enterprise and governmental organizations. Having 
worked with thousands of people and many organizations to improve their 
productivity and accelerate their organizational evolution, Ms. Ziemski has 
supported the growth of leadership capacity in the technical professionals in 
each organization. Specializing in project management and project leadership 
skills, Ms. Ziemski’s experience includes both public and private organizations 
and spans several continents.

Create and lead teams that can deliver productively through and despite 
disruption. Create and maintain an environment that allows teams to rise above 
disruption’s potential to negatively impact your projects, your objectives, and 
your organization. Your teams will always be subject to disruption. There will 
be evolving technology, new regulatory pressures, and unexpected impacts 
from economic developments.

This presentation is based on the concepts developed in Ms. Ziemski’s 
most recent book, Culture’s Competitive Edge – The Keys to Sustained 
Organizational Growth. In this presentation, she offers a practical model that 
demonstrates why ‘silver bullets’ are a myth and building a sound foundation 
for profitable project teams is a lasting strategy.

You will hear:
• The top 3 reasons that most projects fail
• Key elements of an environment that successfully change your teams’ 

ability to work together
• Specific actions that you, your management staff and the technologists 

that execute can take
• The measurements that demonstrate progress of the organization as 

teams become more productive

CREATING & LEADING TEAMS THAT THRIVE 
THROUGH DISRUPTION

KIMI ZIEMSKI
KSP Partnership, Inc.

WEDNESDAY MAY 9 - PRE CONFERENCE
[return to full agenda]
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MASTERCLASS 5
1:30 PM - 4:30 PM

Yvette is an experienced and engaging speaker who is unique in her ability to 
transport audiences into the future. Holding a bachelor’s degree in Finance 
and an MBA from the University of Florida, Yvette has over 15 years of 
corporate experience with large, multinational firms such as Kimberly-Clark 
and The Walt Disney Company. At The Walt Disney Company, Yvette led the 
effort to establish Future Workforce Insights to identify future workforce trends 
and leverage foresight models and techniques to assess potential threats and 
impacts, emerging ideas, and exciting opportunities for the organization. In 
her current role as a partner at Kedge – a strategic design, foresight, and 
innovation firm – Yvette utilizes extensive research and customized toolkits to 
service a diverse global client base. She nurtures strong relationships with her 
clients and challenges them to foster new ways of thinking.

Developing and executing strategy in our current environment demands new 
approaches and mindsets. Linear planning methods that rely solely on the 
extrapolation of historical results are completely ineffective as technological 
advancements, economic uncertainty, and increased systematic risk 
become the new normal. To effectively drive understanding, performance, 
and execution of strategic initiatives, organizations must think and act in 
“simultaneous multiples” – pressure-testing strategies in diverse operating 
environments. Scenarios are a crucial component of the strategist’s toolkit. 
They provide an immune system for the organization by allowing us to test the 
viability and success of strategies in multiple, simultaneous futures. Without 
robust scenario planning, strategies are brittle since they are predicated on 
only one “official” future. Scenarios, on the other hand, help us create resilient, 
adaptive, and transformative strategies.

In this workshop, you’ll explore a variety of scenario planning methodologies, 
experience hands-on practice with three tools, and hear examples of 
case studies from organizations that have successfully employed these 
methodologies to support strategy execution.

MAXIMIZING SCENARIO METHODOLOGIES FOR 
21ST CENTURY STRATEGY EXECUTION

YVETTE MONTERO SALVATICO
Kedge, LLC

WEDNESDAY MAY 9 - PRE CONFERENCE

FRANK SPENCER
Kedge, LLC

Frank is a published author and prolific speaker, having delivered presentations 
and workshops around the globe. He holds a MA in Strategic Foresight from 
Regent University. With a strong background in both business and academic 
foresight, Frank was the creator and lead instructor of The Futures Institute: 
Shaping The Future Now at the Duke University Talent Identification Program 
Institute (2010, 2011). He has worked on Strategic Foresight projects for 
companies such as Kraft, Mars, and Marriott. Frank also led the effort to 
establish Strategic Foresight as a leadership competency across The Walt 
Disney Company, training over 300 employees across the globe. In his current 
role, Frank is the Principal and Creative Director at Kedge, a global foresight, 
innovation, creativity, and strategic design firm.

[return to full agenda]
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MASTERCLASS 6
1:30 PM - 4:30 PM

Constance Rhetta James is a Professor of Business Policy, Strategy and 
Ethics at Pepperdine University in Malibu, California. She focuses on learning 
organizations and strategic thinking and does research on diversified strategies, 
such as core competencies, and spiritual leadership. She has published 
articles on learning organizations, core competencies, strategic thinking, and 
spiritual leadership. She has taught strategy for over two decades to college 
students and executives, with over a decade of experience teaching strategy 
to executives at NAMIC. Her award-winning work on organizational learning 
and firm capabilities has been presented from SHRM to ESPN.

She has worked in corporate finance and strategic planning at Burroughs 
and Bendix Corporations. In these roles, she developed models for transfer 
pricing, product contribution margins, and mergers and acquisitions. She has 
been assistant to a Pepperdine President as well as director of its strategic 
planning, budgeting, and institutional research departments. At Pepperdine 
University, she helped to develop its diversity and global education strategic 
initiatives as well as helping it to increase its academic stature and commitment 
to developing students for leadership, service, and purpose. As the divisional 
chair for  its undergraduate business majors and minors, she successfully 
guided the division through its AACSB reaccreditation, launched an executive 
advisory council, implemented and raised funds for Bloomberg terminals for 
undergraduate education, and obtained part of the University’s endowment 
for management in two undergraduate portfolio management classes. She 
also revamped its undergraduate strategic planning curriculum to add more 
financial and economic models to the class.

She received her B.A. in Economics and an M.B.A. from the University of 
Michigan and her Ph.D. from UCLA where she passed her examinations with 
distinction and won awards for her dissertation. She currently sits on the boards 
of a startup, AR, and the Al Wooten, Jr. Heritage Center in Los Angeles. She 
is married with two children and is active in her local community, working with 
the homeless and community programs.

Core Competence Strategies is a hands on workshop that helps firms develop 
corporate strategies. It teaches how to build a core competence map and core 
competence agenda building on the work of CK Prahalad and Gary Hamel. 
As one of CK’s students, the presenter defines core competencies and shows 
how they can be used to build lasting and sustainable competitive advantage.

After building strategies from SWOT or portfolio analysis, firms operating in 
more than one market need tools to create new businesses or develop new 
competencies. Core competence strategies cover four strategies that help 
firms do this. First, firms identify existing businesses and core competencies, 
then view ways of increasing their information or operating efficiency. Second, 
they view ways of adding new competencies to existing businesses. Third, they 
analyze how to build strategies using existing competencies in new markets. 
Fourth, they evaluate how to create new businesses with exist competencies 
that are difficult to imitate.

In the end, participants will learn how to build their own core competence 
strategies or ways to conduct workshops to help firms develop them.

CORE COMPETENCE STRATEGIES

DR. CONSTANCE RHETTA JAMES
Pepperdine University

WEDNESDAY MAY 9 - PRE CONFERENCE
[return to full agenda]
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CERTIFICATION STUDY 
COURSE
9:30 AM - 4:30 PM

James Stockmal, President of the Association for Strategic Planning (ASP) 
has over 25 years of experience in helping organizations develop and execute 
strategy through the integration of people-focused, process-oriented, and 
technology-enabled initiatives.  Mr. Stockmal has employed a variety of 
strategic tools and methods for public and private sector clients, including 
environmental scanning, balanced scorecard, competitive analysis, and 
blue ocean strategy.  Strategy clients include the Royal Bank of Canada, 
Australian New Zealand Bank, the Bank of Montreal, CitiCorp, Aetna, Ford 
Motor Company, Estafada, and Exxon Mobil. His government clients include 
the US Air Force, the US Army, the Navy Criminal Investigative Service 
(NCIS), the Millennium Challenge Corporation, NASA, the General Services 
Administration, NTSB and NOAA. His non-profit clients include San Miguel DC 
and DC Net Impact.

Mr. Stockmal writes monthly articles on strategy development, execution and 
transformation for The Strategic Edge, a publication of the Association for 
Strategic Planning (ASP).

This full day pre-conference course offers exposure to key strategy concepts 
that candidates for ASP certification in either SPP or SMP would need to 
understand to be successful. The course surveys key concepts in the four 
domains of our certification program: Lead, Think, Plan and Act. In each 
domain, a successful candidate answers multiple choice questions involving 
three strategy elements: content, process and context. This course is designed 
to be a kick-off for your study plan. This course will help you assess how much 
and what kind of study you would need to do to be successful on an ASP 
certification exam. We will also help you develop a study plan for success.  

ARE YOU CERTIFIABLE? A KICK-OFF FOR 
CERTIFICATION STUDY

JAMES D. STOCKMAL
Association for Strategic Planning (ASP)

WEDNESDAY MAY 9 - PRE CONFERENCE

SUSAN RADWAN
Association for Strategic Planning (ASP)

Sue Radwan has served as chairman of the Certification Operations Committee 
for 2016-2017 and is now serving as Chairman of the newly formed Certification 
Commission.  She has served on the ASP Board of Directors since 2015.  Her 
other activity with ASP is substantial, spearheading the launch the Non-Profit 
Center of Excellence, initiating the business model transformation, leading the 
bylaws restructuring, and co-chairing the 2015 conference.  Radwan has been 
involved in developing credentialing programs throughout her career for the 
insurance, association management professions and for local governments.  
Her expertise revolves around organizational governance.

[return to full agenda]
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KEYNOTE
8:45 AM - 9:30 AM

Ismael Roig is senior vice president, chief strategy officer for Archer Daniels 
Midland Company, and a member of the company’s Executive Council. As 
such, he controls and advances the implementation of ADM’s corporate 
strategy, leads the process of corporate strategic and resource allocation 
planning, manages ADM’s corporate mergers & acquisitions and business 
development activities, and oversees the company’s efforts to improve the 
efficiency and environmental footprint of its operations.

Roig joined ADM in 2004 and previously served as president, Asia-Pacific. 
Before that, he was the company’s vice president, Planning and Business 
Development. Prior to joining ADM, Roig spent 11 years with General Motors 
Corporation in various finance and control positions in Brazil, Singapore and 
Belgium.

Roig holds a bachelor’s degree from the University of Reading in the United 
Kingdom and a master’s degree in industrial engineering from the Cranfield 
Institute of Technology, also in the United Kingdom. He holds an MBA from the 
Darden School of Business at the University of Virginia and holds a Chartered 
Financial Analyst® credential.

More details to follow...

ISMAEL ROIG
Archer Daniels Midland Company

THURSDAY MAY 10 - CONFERENCE DAY 1
[return to full agenda]
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75 MINUTE SESSION
9:45 AM - 11:00 AM

Litzy Garcia is a trusted business advisor with more than twelve years of 
experience leading complex technical projects and enterprise level programs. 
Her degree as an Industrial Engineer and Systems shape her process-
oriented mindset, complemented with her business focus developed through 
her projects and multiple positions, providing a unique ability to understand 
and translate between business needs and technical implementation at both a 
strategic and detailed requirements level. Litzy provides a diverse background 
through her international experiences understanding how to gain credibility 
and develop meaningful partnerships between business teams, stakeholders 
and customers to deliver project results.

Born from the recession, continued due to great success, hear the story of 
Daimler Trucks North America’s excellence programs; an example of portfolio 
management that involves envisioning, initiating, planning, monitor and 
control, and executing a portfolio of strategic projects that are re-evaluated 
every three years. Balancing sometimes rigid project management principles 
and compliance with the need to be innovative in execution and delivery, 
DTNA’s project management office has created its own path. Understand 
how we redefine strategic projects that bring value to all stakeholders and 
help maintain industry leadership. The process and requirements of executing 
strategic initiatives while balancing the cultural and business challenges 
of working within a global organization are vast and complex. DTNA has 
successfully navigated the cultural influences (Germany and North America) 
while maintaining its identity and continuing its drive toward market leadership. 
Learn how DTNA found the balance between compliance and innovation, 
global and national cultures, as well as external market factors impacting the 
speed of change.

Portfolio Management in Corporate Environment to Maintain 
Leadership in the Market

LITZY GARCIA
Daimler Trucks North America

THURSDAY MAY 10 - CONFERENCE DAY 1
[return to full agenda]
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75 MINUTE SESSION
9:45 AM - 11:00 AM

Professor Okanga holds a PhD (Doctor of Philosophy) in Business 
Management from the University of Johannesburg. His research interests as 
well as consultancy and teaching work span across strategic management, 
innovation, business development and business internationalization. 
Professor Okanga also holds an MBA (Masters of Business Administration) 
Degree from the Management College of Southern Africa, LLM (Masters 
of Laws in Public International Law) from the University of Johannesburg, 
LLB (Bachelor of Laws) from the University of London (United Kingdom), 
and DCJFI (Diploma in Criminal Justice & Forensic Investigations) from the 
University of Johannesburg. Okanga has authored three books; “Leveraging 
a Firm’s Flexibility and Agility”; Managing Complexities of Complementarity 
and Strategic Fitness” & “Developing and Managing Business Operations in 
Emerging Markets”. Despite publishing widely in highly reputable academic 
journals, Professor Okanga also specializes in the consultation and facilitation 
of business establishment by different multinational corporations in the now 
increasingly blossoming African markets.

African business environment offers enormous opportunities. Opportunities 
emerging from the seemingly unrelenting blossoming and booming lucrativity 
of inter alia the agro-business sector, tourism, mining, transport and logistic 
services handling. Yet, the question as to how these blossoming business 
opportunities can be optimized by the existing and emerging African businesses 
as well as FDIs is a paradox that still confounds most of the contemporary 
business executives. This paper seeks to offer strategies and critical business 
tactics for establishing and steering a business through all the waves of risks, 
complexities and uncertainties of doing business in Africa.

Strategic Management of Business Operations in Turbulent and             
Evolving African Markets

DR. OKANGA BONIFACE
University of Johannesburg

THURSDAY MAY 10 - CONFERENCE DAY 1

DR. DARELLE GROENEWALD
University of Johannesburg

PROFESSOR CECILE NIEUWENHUIZEN
University of Johannesburg

[return to full agenda]
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75 MINUTE SESSION
9:45 AM - 11:00 AM

Michael Stewart, for the past 25 years, has consulted to hundreds of 
organizations ranging from the Fortune 50 to small non-profits. He has 
partnered with numerous thought leaders and organizations including David 
Campbell, Marshall Goldsmith, Blanchard, CCL, Covey, Lominger, Korn/Ferry 
and others. He is known for data driven solutions that appeal to the strategic 
CEO, the strategic Human Resources leader, and the practitioner.

Michael Stewart’s team of Ph.D. consultants and industry leaders has conducted 
hundreds of executive leadership programs, coaching engagements, training 
courses and delivered more than 4.5 million surveys working with organizations 
in more than 90 countries. His holistic approach aligns the leadership and 
culture of an organization to better execute their strategic intent.

Cultural change is difficult, so much so, organizations rarely know where to 
start. Organizations usually start with structure or tools, which are relatively 
easy to change but don’t yield long-term competitive advantages. Some will 
go deeper, focusing on reward systems and performance measures, and a 
few will even pursue true behavioral change. These initiatives are great, but 
they don’t result in a purposeful culture. Through our interactive speaking 
engagement, we guide participants through shifting the way they approach 
their work (culture) to be in line with their organization’s direction and goals 
(strategy). Strategy culture alignment is unique to each organization, and 
creates the differentiator your competitors wish they had.

Your Organization’s DNA: Taking Culture Out of the Shadows

MICHAEL STEWART
Work Effects

THURSDAY MAY 10 - CONFERENCE DAY 1
[return to full agenda]
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75 MINUTE SESSION
9:45 AM - 11:00 AM

Norma Watenpaugh is the founding principal and CEO of Phoenix Consulting 
Group which provides education and consulting services with expertise in 
market development strategy, multi-channel and alliance management, and 
ecosystem development. Prominent clients include Amazon, Adobe, Cisco, 
Dupont, Dell, PayPal, Nationwide Insurance, SAP, Schneider, and Xerox.

Norma has delivered collaboration seminars for the Reuters Foundation, 
Digital Vision Fellowship Program at Stanford University, and the American 
Management Association. She is a frequently requested guest lecturer 
and speaker at industry events speaking on partnering trends in Digital 
Transformation and Internet of Things initiatives.

Norma is a Board member of the Association of Strategic Alliance Professionals 
and former Best Practices Committee Chair. She has led the organization in 
developing professional certifications and in revitalizing the ASAP Handbook 
of Alliance Management, often referred to as the Bible of profession. She 
currently leads the US delegation to the ISO standards committee for 
Collaborative Business Relationship Management and is the liaison to the 
Collaborative Innovation Management Technical Committee.

She was named a Woman of Influence in Silicon Valley by the Silicon Valley 
Business Journal for her work in advancing best practices in Collaborative 
Working.

Organizations are becoming increasingly dependent on business collaboration 
to compete successfully - creating new value networks, tapping new sources 
of innovation, driving growth and staying abreast of transformation in digital 
business models - all through strategic partnerships. Organizations need 
to ensure they can deliver on their strategic objectives by leveraging high 
performing collaborative partnerships and ecosystems.

Yet, many business articles on alliances cite their dismal success rate. In some 
cases less than 50%; however, that is not the full story. Research from the 
Association of Strategic Alliance Professionals, a partner of ASP, indicates that 
when organizations approach collaboration as a management discipline and 
invest in a lifecycle management framework, skilled leaders and practitioners, 
and foster a culture for collaboration, success rates can zoom to the 80-90% 
mark. Success is not an Accident. Norma Watenpaugh shares her knowledge 
and experience in what it takes to be successful. She will review the key 
ingredients to the secret sauce for successful collaboration and will reveal 
what high performing alliances do that the wanna-be’s do not.

Success is Not an Accident: 
The Secret Sauce for Successful Collaboration

NORMA WATENPAUGH
Phoenix Consulting Group

THURSDAY MAY 10 - CONFERENCE DAY 1
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75 MINUTE SESSION
11:30 AM - 12:45 PM

Dr. Mohamed M. Mahmoud (known as Dr. 3M) has 20 years of experience 
as university professor in Management Science in USA, Canada, Egypt and 
Kuwait. Followed by 23 years of experience in very senior positions in the 
private sector (Savoal Group, Saudi Arabia), Government (Director of Office 
of Strategy Management, City of Jeddah; and Adviser of 3 Saudi Ministers: 
Health, Labor and Economic and Planning). Currently the CEO of Madinah 
Institute for Leadership and Entrepreneurship and Chief Adviser at The newly 
established National Center for Performance Measurement of Public Entities.

Currently playing a key role in the formulation and implementation of the Saudi 
National Vision 2030.

Dr. 3M has 23 years experience in Strategic Planning and strategy deployment 
and monitoring using the Balanced Scorecard methodology. He led more than 
50 strategic planning projects at private, public and NGO organizations. He led 
a major project in the City of Jeddah which was awarded the Kaplan-Norton 
Hall of Fame Award.

This session provides detailed account of a real success story of developing 
and implementing strategy in the government sector using the Balanced 
Scorecard methodology. The case study is for developing and deploying 
strategy for the City of Jeddah. The strategy implementation has demonstrated 
measurable impact and was awarded the Kaplan-Norton Hall of Fame Award. 
The presentation sheds the light on many learned lessons and key success 
factors for strategy implementation in government organizations.

The case illustrates how stakeholders input was solicited; how organizational 
readiness was assessed; how strategy team was developed; and how the 
change was managed throughout the process.

The presentation provides as well details on the strategy assessment tools 
used; the strategy map developed; the cause and effect relationships among 
strategic objectives identified; and the Key Performance Indicators selected. 

The most interesting insights the presentation provides are about: 
• The cost/benefit analysis approach used to prioritize strategic initiatives.
• The unique approaches used to measure several KPIs.
• The use of technology to track spatial KPIs.
• The use of internal competition to promote internal performance-based 

culture. 

Using the Balanced Scorecard to Articulate, Operationalize, 
Deploy and Monitor Strategy Implementation in Government 
Organization: The case of the City of Jeddah.

DR. MOHAMED M. MAHMOUD
Madinah Institute for Leadership and 
Entrepreneurship

THURSDAY MAY 10 - CONFERENCE DAY 1
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75 MINUTE SESSION
11:30 AM - 12:45 PM

As Manager for Strategy, Training and Innovation for the City of San Antonio Aviation 
Department, Mark assists in leading the implementation of the vision and mission that 
was created by the leadership. He oversees all airport training, innovation efforts and 
implementation of strategic initiatives.    

Mark Phillips brings significant practical experience in the fields of strategy, project 
management, process engineering, leadership and organizational behavior.   Mark 
teaches in the Undergraduate, MBA and Executive MBA programs in the College 
of Business at the University of Texas at San Antonio. Mark has certifications in 

The San Antonio Airport System consisting of the San Antonio International 
Airport and Stinson Airport has had multiple leadership changes in the last 
two years: three different directors, 7 new out of 8 senior managers, a new 
city council and a new mayor. As a new team of strategy professionals comes 
to the airport, we had to revamp the vision, mission, strategic themes and 
objectives and begin the challenge of implementing the new changes.

We chose the balanced scorecard approach and followed the following three 
step process to implementation:
1) Mastery of, and Fit with, Current Environment
2) Structure, Metrics and Systems to Accommodate Changes
3) Organizational Inertia

We have had multiple successes and how shall we say it, “learning moments” 
in our journey of implementing our new strategic approach. We look forward to 
telling our story, sharing our successes and lessons. 

Your Flights About Ready to Depart: Implementing a New 
Strategic Direction at a City Airport

DR. MARK PHILLIPS
San Antonio Airport System
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Innovation Development from UT Austin, Balanced Scorecard Professional (BSP) from 
the Balanced Scorecard Institute, Certified Black Belt Instructor from Air Academy 
Associates, Certified Master Black Belt Instructor from Price Waterhouse Coopers, 
Certified Professional Contracts Manager (CPCM) and is a Certified Professional 
Project Manager (PMP). Prior to retiring from the US Air Force, Mark served as the 
project manager for the Engine and Nachelle Affordability program for the C-17 Aircraft 
System and was Chief of Performance Consulting for Headquarters Air Education and 
Training Command. Prior to his retirement from United Services Automobile Association 
(USAA), he was the Director of Core Competency Development and Practice Lead for 
Process Engineering.

SYED MEHDI
San Antonio Airport System

As the Chief Strategy and Development Officer for the City of San Antonio Aviation 
Department, Syed leads the implementation of the vision and mission that was created 
by the leadership.  He also oversees the human capital development; and long-term 
strategic planning including the Master Plan. Syed has been in the airport business for 
over 22 years as an airport executive, as well as a consultant.

Syed started his airport career at Manchester International Airport, United Kingdom, 
working in airfield operations and moved on to work for blue chip aviation consulting 
firms, such as Speedwing Consulting/British Airways, SH&E, Jacobs Consultancy 
and Landrum & Brown.  There he worked on airport projects worldwide, specializing 
in airport master planning, airport certification and safety, air service development, 
business planning, strategy development, and airport privatization. 

Some of his work included technical support and advice on public private partnership 
deals in the United States, India, and United Kingdom; international expansion strategy 
for National Air Traffic Services, United Kingdom; 30-year master plan for airports in 
China, India, Southern Africa, United Kingdom and the United States. In 2008 while 
heading the air service development, marketing and public relations divisions at Bahrain 
International Airport, Kingdom of Bahrain, his air service development and marketing 
campaigns were voted to receive the OAG-Routes Best Airport Marketing Award in the 
Middle East and Commonwealth of Independent States. Syed also worked on airline 
network planning projects for legacy and low cost carriers in the United Kingdom, 
Europe and Middle East. Prior to joining the Aviation Department in San Antonio, Syed 
worked on strategic planning projects for airports in the United States, South Africa and 
Middle East. Syed attended Loughborough University in the United Kingdom to obtain 
a Master of Science degree in Airport Planning and Management.

[return to full agenda]
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75 MINUTE SESSION
11:30 AM - 12:45 PM

Shelley Rappaport has more than 20 years of experience in program, 
organizational, and policy evaluation, strategic planning, performance 
management, strategic communications and change management. Shelley 
brings practical experience helping government, non-profits, and private sector 
organizations develop and implement strategy and emphasizes realistic, no-
nonsense approaches. She was formerly the Director for Innovation and 
Evaluation at The Performance Institute where she provided thought leadership 
and taught public and private sector professionals the essentials of strategic 
planning, logic modeling, performance management, and using evidence to 
support program development. Shelley is the owner of SBR Strategy LLC and 
holds a Master’s Degree from the University of Virginia and Bachelor’s Degree 
from the University of Michigan. She is a Certified Government Performance 
Manager and holds a certification in Strategy and Performance Management 
from Georgetown University as well as in the areas of process improvement 
and project management.

Wouldn’t it be great to walk into an organization that has identified their goals, 
set actionable strategies, employs the right staff to get the job done, and 
measures their effectiveness using data? Wouldn’t it! For those that aren’t 
there yet, this session will discuss how to use uncertainty as a spring board for 
strategic thinking and effective execution. Using a case study-based approach, 
participants will put themselves in the shoes of an organization faced with 
balancing staffing and budget challenges in an environment of evolving 
organizational requirements. We will discuss how to engage and educate 
leadership on the importance of integrated strategic processes of planning, 
execution, and resourcing. Other topics will include critical success factors 
that will help make the uncertain more certain such as communicating the 
importance of staff involvement in and transparency of strategy formulation, 
cultural considerations, leadership alignment, and how to be the bearer of 
uncomfortable news to get strategy on the right track.

Planning for the Unknown: How Resource Planning Processes Can 
Inform Strategy in the Face of Uncertainty

SHELLEY RAPPAPORT
SBR Strategy, LLC

THURSDAY MAY 10 - CONFERENCE DAY 1
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75 MINUTE SESSION
11:30 AM - 12:45 PM

Joe has 20+ years of leadership experience in the public and charitable sectors. 
He’s served as senior and executive level leader with Rotary International, 
Feeding America, and the Illinois Tollway with focus on process improvement, 
project management, strategy development and execution, market research, 
program evaluation, and governance. Joe is a visionary leader with clear 
focus on results. Joe led the strategy and enterprise projects teams at Rotary 
International and implemented a new strategic enterprise project structure 
and processes that focused on strategy and project alignment, employee 
and member/customer engagement, change management, and executive 
leadership in project implementation.

We will share real-life experiences and lessons learned in shifting our PMO to 
a more strategy-focused implementation group. We will explore key elements 
that drives success, including 1) org culture, 2) executive support and 
leadership, 3) change management, 4) market research, 5) clear alignment of 
strategy and project outcomes, 6) stakeholder engagement early and often, 7) 
mechanisms to improve engagement and transparency, and much more. While 
no method is absolutely fool proof, this real life experience will provide insights 
into what worked and what needed adjusting to improve project delivery in 
alignment with enterprise wide goals. 

Transforming Your Org Culture, Processes and Structure to Align 
Project Execution Enterprise Strategy

JOE BROWNLEE
Rotary International
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Peter Markos is currently the Chief Operating Officer at Tekno Telecom, a 
leading provider of Network Monitoring Solutions to the Telecommunications 
industry. Peter currently leads the Engineering, Sales, Customer Service and 
Manufacturing teams. 

Prior to Tekno, Peter served as the Chief Information Officer at Rotary 
International for ten years. He was responsible for all of IT as well as the 
Operational functions of Travel Services, Data Services, Procurement, Print 
Production and Fulfillment. Peter is also responsible for One Rotary Center, 
the World headquarters for Rotary International.

Peter Markos has been in IT for over 20 years starting his career doing 
consulting in the Chicagoland area. He has worked on projects for Anixter 
Intl, US Bank, General Growth Properties, Johnson Controls, and others. His 
emphasis has always been on driving business value through the appropriate 
use of technology. Peter has an Economics degree from the University of 
Chicago, and an MBA from the Booth School of Business, both of which are 
among the top programs in the world.

PETER MARKOS
Tekno Telecom

[return to full agenda]
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KEYNOTE
1:45 PM - 2:30 PM

Daniel Kotecki is currently the Assistant Vice President of Operational 
Excellence at Cancer Treatment Centers of America (CTCA). Cancer Treatment 
Centers of America is a national provider of cancer care with a network of 
five regional medical centers that are committed to providing patient centered 
care to cancer patients and their caregivers. In his role, he is responsible for 
ensuring the effective execution of strategic enterprise-wide programs and 
initiatives as well as deploying the CTCA Operational Excellence System 
across the organization.

Since graduating from Illinois State University with degrees in both Biochemistry 
and Chemistry, he has spent his career driving strategy development, 
deployment, and performance improvement in pharmaceutical, medical device, 
and healthcare organizations.  He is a certified Lean Six Sigma Master Black 
Belt (LSSMBB) and received a Lean Leader Certificate from the Milwaukee 
School of Engineering in 2008.

While at Cancer Treatment Centers of America, Daniel has led the Operational 
Excellence team, first at the Midwestern hospital and then at the enterprise 
level, helping to deliver increasing levels of business impact, with approximately 
$2.3M in 2014 and growing to $32.4M by 2016.

Outside of work, Daniel enjoys spending time with his wife, Connie and 
their three children Kahley, Kerrigan, and Caden. He also supports several 
charitable causes such as the Boys and Girls Club of Lake County where he 
currently serves as a member of the organization’s Board of Directors.

More details to follow... 

DAN KOTECKI
Cancer Treatment Centers of America

THURSDAY MAY 10 - CONFERENCE DAY 1
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75 MINUTE SESSION
2:45 PM - 4:00 PM

Cyril is a Program and Change Manager with over 25 years project delivery and 
training experience in information technology spanning retail, management 
consulting, finance and telecommunications industries across EMEA. Cyril 
began his career as a Systems Analyst with Department for Constitutional Affairs 
in London in 1989. In 1996, he embarked on a 14-year journey consulting in 
various project and program delivery roles across the UK and Europe working 
in various industry sectors including the public/government sector. In 2010, 
Cyril was posted from the UK to Ghana by Nokia (formally Alcatel-Lucent) 
and appointed as a Senior Project Manager. In 2015, Cyril returned to London 
and joined Costco Warehouse providing program management leadership on 
a number of key global strategic initiatives. Cyril currently works with Trusted 
Advisors providing program and change management in an advisory capacity 
along with project and program management training. Cyril holds a joint 
BSc honours in Information Technology and Business Information Systems 
along with professional accreditations as follows; SAFe Certified Program 
Consultant, Project Management Professional, Professional Scrum Master 
and Prince2 Practitioner.

It is generally considered that the most important aspect for an organization is 
its people and they happen to be the organization’s most valuable asset. This 
would then lead us to conclude that if we want our organizations to become 
high performing businesses then our focus ought to be on investing in the 
nurturing and development of the people within the organization.

The following are some of the key reasons how we demonstrate the above 
notion:

• The effective use of an organization’s human resource is what determines 
its success

• The key elements of an organization’s employees are talent, teamwork and 
passion. Without these an organization will struggle to remain competitive.

• Employees need to be given sufficient autonomy to enable them to learn 
and thrive, while helping the organization respond to the various forms of 
rapid change.

This is where Agile HR which consists of Lean-Agile culture and principles 
come in. Agile HR enables organizations to adapt to the rapid transformation 
that’s occurring across all industries and helps to bring people operations into 
the 21st century.

Lean Agile HR Operations and it’s Impact on Strategy Execution

CYRIL AWERE
Trusted Advisors Group

THURSDAY MAY 10 - CONFERENCE DAY 1
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75 MINUTE SESSION
2:45 PM - 4:00 PM

David Sanchez is a Project Management Consultant at Integrated Project 
Management Company, Inc. (IPM).  He has 20+ years of experience helping 
industry-leading companies such as Ace Hardware, AT&T and U.S. Cellular 
formulate and drive transformational change.  Most recently, David contributed 
to the development and execution of Ace Hardware’s needle-moving retail 
growth strategy, 20/20 Vision, as well as the strategy, value proposition and 
program plan for the hardware company’s new wholesale subsidiary, Emery 
Jensen Distribution. His diverse industry experience, in-depth functional 
knowledge and project leadership skills enable David to develop important 
insights and serve effectively as a trusted advisor for his clients.   David 
earned an MBA from Northwestern University’s Kellogg Graduate School of 
Management, a BS in Mechanical Engineering from Marquette University and 
PMP certification from the Project Management Institute (PMI).  He is a long-
time member of the PMI Chicago Chapter and recently became a member of 
the Association for Strategic Planning where he hopes to collaborate with like-
minded leaders to improve the connections between strategy development 
and execution.

With the continued growth of the e-commerce industry, frequent headlines 
reporting declining sales and profits for brick and mortar companies, learn 
how a 90-year old retailer is bucking the downward trend with a well defined 
and well executed retail growth strategy.

Case Study - The Development and Execution of a Successful 
Retail Growth Strategy

DAVID SANCHEZ
Integrated Project Management Company, Inc.
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Diane Flynn is Director of Business Project Management at Ace Hardware 
Corporation.  She began her career at Ace nearly 30 years ago as a 
Computer Programmer and advanced to several leadership positions 
including Technology Business Manager and PMO Director.  In 2011, Diane 
transitioned out of IT to lead several multi-million-dollar business initiatives 
that have contributed directly to Ace Hardware’s continue growth.  Currently, 
Diane directs the delivery of business initiatives while working to launch a new 
Enterprise PMO. Diane earned a BS in Computer Management from Eastern 
Illinois University, a Master of Project Management from Keller Graduate 
School and PMP certification from the Project Management Institute (PMI). 
Diane has also completed advanced training on Strategy Management from 
DePaul University. Diane is a board member of the local Chicago Association 
for Strategic Planning (ASP) and a member of the Chicagoland Project 
Management Institute (PMI) chapter.

DIANE FLYNN
Ace Hardware Corporation
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75 MINUTE SESSION
2:45 PM - 4:00 PM

John Bugalla is a strategic risk management consultant and widely published 
business author. He is presently co-authoring a book with his co-presenters 
about the Why, How, and What of Strategic Risk Management. His consulting 
activities are focused on the need to link strategy and risk to bridge the 
strategy-execution gap. John consults with publicly traded and privately held 
companies because results can be measured.

More details to follow...

A Joint Presentation on Risk Management

JOHN BUGALLA
ermINSIGHTS
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Kim Nesbitt is a Senior Business Strategist for The MITRE Corporation. 
Currently she has been advising the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) 
Veterans Health Administration Office of the Deputy Under Secretary for 
Health for Organizational Excellence on implementation of a robust Enterprise 
Risk Management process, while helping prepare the initial report to the 
Government Accountability Office (GAO) on VA’s inclusion on the High Risk 
List. Previously, Ms. Nesbitt led a task on teaching the important tenets of 
strategic management to more than 100 Internal Revenue Service employees 
in the Small Business/Self Employed (SB/SE) Office, which was concurrent with 
the work on creating a strategic management roadmap that would assist SB/
SE in creating an effective and mature strategic management capability. She 
also assisted in the development and implementation of a risk management 
process for the Development Services Integration Office (DSIO) as part of the 
IRS Affordable Care Act Work Program, creating process training materials, 
assisting in basic risk management training, and helping furthering the 
development of a robust process that worked across the IRS IT infrastructure.

KIM NESBITT
The MITRE Corporation

DR. E. LAURIA

DR. P. GODFREY
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75 MINUTE SESSION
2:45 PM - 4:00 PM

Tiffany Prince, renowned speaker and owner of Prince Performance LLC, is 
an experienced Consultant who partners with her clients to develop systematic 
and effective organizational change through online learning programs. She 
has designed and led international digital and eLearning development 
programs in the US and EMEA regions. She holds a Master’s Degree in 
Business Administration, majoring in Global Business, from Pepperdine 
University. She has served in multiple board member roles for the Association 
of Talent Development including the President of the Metro DC Chapter and 
the National Advisor for Chapters. She recently is a Fellow at the Learning & 
Performance Institute which is for recognized thought leaders in the industry. 
She holds various certifications in Performance Consulting, Agile, Lean, 
Change Management and Front-End Analysis. She has a forthcoming book 
titled, “Top of the Mountain Leadership: How to Make a Global Impact Within 
Your Organization and Around the World.”

Have you ever struggled with delivering results due to lack of skills within your 
organization’s talent pool? Do you ever wonder what you could do differently 
to address this gap for future initiatives? Understanding where your gaps of 
skills that are needed to drive results are critical in developing a roadmap for 
current and future needs. Leadership, Talent Management Departments and 
Human Resources need to partner together to align and effectively execute on 
business results.

We’ve all struggled looking for that elusive perfect employee or outside hire 
that will magically fill in the gaps we have within our organization. But reality is, 
there are only so many unicorns, i.e. perfect employees, to go around and they 
can get very expensive. In this session, we will discuss a model for identifying 
and proactively managing talent pools needed to deliver and drive execution.

The Strategy and Talent Gap: How to Effectively Align your 
Organization’s Needs for the Future

TIFFANY PRINCE
Prince Performance LLP

THURSDAY MAY 10 - CONFERENCE DAY 1
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75 MINUTE SESSION
10:45 AM - 12:00 PM

Phil Weinzimer is president of Strategere Consulting and works with clients to 
develop business and IT strategies that focus on achieving business outcomes. 
Phil has written two books, the most recent, The Strategic CIO: Changing the 
Dynamics of the Business Enterprise, focuses on how strategic CIOs leverage 
information and technology for competitive advantage.

Additionally, he writes a column for CIO.com column: Transforming IT for 
Business Success and AITS.org-The Strategic CIO, and has co-authored 
a Harvard Case Study. Phil also conducts video interviews of IT Thought 
Leaders on his series The Strategic CIO for AITS and SarderTV. Phil speaks 
regularly at CIO & IT events on IT Strategy and How Strategic CIOs and IT 
organizations are changing the dynamics of the business enterprise.

C-suite executives are beginning to recognize that technology is a core 
component of business success and alignment between business and IT 
strategy is competitive advantage that enables the development of new and 
enhanced products and services that create unique customer value and 
improve your competitive market position. Company executives that ignore 
this key reality will enable competitors who embrace this trend to overtake 
them in a blink of an eye. Today’s digital economy requires a business strategy 
that includes technology as a main component. This alignment is critical if 
your company strives to improve its competitive performance. No longer can 
IT strategy be developed independently from business strategy. As technology 
strategy becomes a main component of business strategy, IT leaders need to 
work with C-suite executives and business teams to co-develop an Aligned 
Business/IT Strategy. This session will explore a successful Business/IT 
Strategic Planning Alignment Methodology and tools, and highlight a real-world 
case study that demonstrates the practicality and success of the methodology.

Aligning IT Strategy with Business Strategy: A Successful 
Methodology and Case Study Example

PHILIP WEINZIMER
Strategere Consulting

FRIDAY MAY 11 - CONFERENCE DAY 2
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75 MINUTE SESSION
10:45 AM - 12:00 PM

Sello Makhubela is An Independent IT Consultant and Experienced IT 
Executive with more than 20 years of experience in the Information and 
Technology industry. He completed a Bachelor of Commerce in Informatics 
at UNISA, Professional Certificate in CIO Practice from Wits Business School 
and accomplished MBA qualification from the University of Stellenbosch. Sello 
has worked at various senior IT leadership and consulting roles for various 
company sizes, within both the private and the public sector like South African 
Airways (SAA), Old Mutual, Special Investigating Unit, State Information 
Technology Agency (SITA) and University of South Africa (UNISA).

He is the Founder and Managing Director of SMAT Management Advisory 
Services (SMATMASS) based in Johannesburg, South Africa. SMATMASS is 
an enterprise architecture and IT investment management company that was 
established in 2008. We seek to improve the business value realization from 
IT related business assets (i.e. applications, infrastructure, information and 
people) through effective investment decision making.

We institutionalize enterprise architecture capabilities to guide IT portfolio 
management and implementation of sustainable business solutions. We 
specialize in Enterprise Architecture Services, IT Audit & Assurance and 
Integrated ICT Skills Management Solutions. We strategically complement our 
core services with value add services and carefully selected strategic partners 
to meet the generate value for our customers.

Enterprise Architecture practices are essential to enable effective strategic 
alignment and sustainable strategy execution. This session will demonstrate the 
use of business model as the driver for establishing business-outcome based 
enterprise architecture practices, enabling informed strategic prioritization and 
maintain strategic alignment. The session will also demonstrate how these are 
elements enable the improvement of strategy execution and success. 

Closing the Strategy Execution Gap: The Business Model Driven 
Enterprise Architecture Approach

SELLO MAKHUBELA
SMATMASS

FRIDAY MAY 11 - CONFERENCE DAY 2
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75 MINUTE SESSION
10:45 AM - 12:00 PM

In 40 years of practice in Strategic Planning and the leadership of Organizational 
Change, Bruce Mabee has continued to develop Strategic Action (SA) for 
increasingly creative, rapid and complex change. He has applied this Design-
based, cross-function discipline in Walgreens, ConocoPhillips and Motorola 
and many of his 130 business, governmental, non-profit, and highly-creative 
clients.

What he learns in his consulting practice, Mabee teaches, including ten 
graduate schools such as Benedictine University, Lake Forest and the 
University of Chicago. His workshops have covered dozens of strategic topics, 
ranging from Strategic Consulting to Creative Leadership to Organizational 
Power.

The tools he has developed though active practice include the three 
Strategic Action tools—Power Mapping, the 30-Minute Strategic Plan, and 
Agile Prototyping. He has developed over a dozen additional strategic tools, 
including the Four Postures of Influence, the Checklist for Change, and the 
Consulting Project Map.

He holds an MS in Management & Organizational Behavior from George 
Williams College, and a BFA in Industrial Design from the University of Illinois 
at Urbana-Champaign. He holds the CPLP certification.

It’s no longer news that most plans don’t get implemented well. Is there a 
larger view, beyond “Strategic Planning,” that you can use to help pull our 
companies out of this old rut?

Strategic Action uses design and agile change methods to integrate planning 
and execution—actually, to make it simpler. “Lead, Think, Plan & Act” no longer 
mean, “Plan the Work then Work the Plan.” Through 30 years of implementing 
this rapid, active strategic discipline, we have now developed a three-tool 
“Synergy Kit.” It aligns strategy and business leaders in shorter bursts of 
execution, learning and adaptation.

This Breakout session challenges each of us to “think and do together” on 
an actual case of global strategy change. We will experience each other in 
action and see a range of approaches in situations like this. And then, with the 
Strategic Action tools and each others’ strategic insights, we’ll each plan a leap 
in one of our own current challenges.

Leaping the Execution Gap Simply? A Flipped Approach to  
Engage Stakeholders into 21st Century Strategic Action

BRUCE MABEE
Milestone Partners, LLC

FRIDAY MAY 11 - CONFERENCE DAY 2
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75 MINUTE SESSION
10:45 AM - 12:00 PM

Michael Taylor is a SchellingPoint principal and co-founder. Mike leads the 
research and development of SchellingPoint’s Advanced Management 
Consulting skills and methods.

Mike has used these methods in over 100 projects in the Fortune 50, pre-
revenue ventures, not-for-profits, academia, associations, global alliances, 
federal and state government agencies. Mike also leads SchellingPoint’s 
education and training services.

Prior to forming SchellingPoint, Mike was a turnaround CEO, after building 
490-person MDS with five colleagues from Andersen Consulting (Accenture), 
where Mike was a Director in the Products Industry. At MDS, Mike was the VP 
of Professional Services, building the firms consulting operation, in addition to 
their VP of Strategy.

Mike holds a B.Sc. (Hons.) in Mathematics, Operational Research, Statistics, 
and Economics from the University of Warwick, England, and has guest 
lectured at Cornell, Duke, Penn, SMU, Warwick, and Wharton business 
schools since 2008.

Drift: Key stakeholders changing their views on the goals, deciding that 
assumptions on which they built them have changed. Experiencing new 
factors impacting execution. Unresolved concerns their peers don’t share. And 
the one change that will kick execution right off the track; the new stakeholder 
who sees things differently to those who set those original goals.

To prevent these unavoidable human factors comprising execution, you 
measure drift at periodic intervals. This session will teach you how to quickly 
maintain alignment every four, six, or twelve months, depending upon the 
nature of the strategy.

As a how-to to implement agile strategy, one CEO described the Maintain 
Alignment activity as ‘We get to proactively determine where we need to move 
the goalposts to, rather than being criticized for reactively moving them to hide 
our mistakes.’

Drift Happens: From Goals to Outcomes Using Scheduled 
Alignment Corrections

MICHAEL TAYLOR
SchellingPoint
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MISSION DRIVEN PANEL
1:15 PM - 2:00 PM

Meegan Scott is managing director, founder and lead strategic management 
consultant at Magate Wildhorse Ltd. Meegan has almost two decades of 
experience in strategic management—serving in both local and international 
development. Her practice terrain lies at the convergence of corporate strategy; 
strategy execution; social research; program management; change management; 
marketing; performance management and measurement.

Prior to establishing Magate Wildhorse, Meegan wore the twin hats of Incubator 
Marketing Manager and Strategic Management Consultant to client entities of 
the incubator. She also served as Corporate Strategy Planner to the National 
Environment and Planning Agency in Jamaica.

Meegan holds a Bachelors of Social Science in International Relations; an MBA 
(Marketing and Finance focused); the designation PMP, and a Postgraduate 
Diploma in Business Analysis.

Decades ago Peter Drucker helped us understand nonprofit organizations face 
unique management challenges. These challenges are similar for any “mission 
driven” organization.  For the purposes of this session, a mission-driven 
organization, can be non-profit or for-profit, public or private, governmental 
or non-governmental, philanthropic or religious. In this moderated panel 
discussion the panel will explore unique strategy execution challenges and 
solutions specific to mission driven organizations.

MEEGAN SCOTT
Magate Wildhorse Ltd.
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Chinue Uecker is a Master Black Belt, Strategic Planning Professional, and 
Doctorate of Business Administration (DBA) candidate who has 20 years of 
extensive management, process improvement, and strategy experience.  At 
International Capital Management Company (ICMC), Chinue managed enterprise 
initiatives focused on process/quality improvement, clinical decision-making, 
and strategic planning.  Prior to ICMC, she led strategic initiatives in Canada, 
China, Europe, Japan, and the United States as a Management Consultant at 
LPI Consultants; led a team of 50 employees to build quality patient monitoring 
equipment as a Manufacturing Manager at GE Healthcare; and led the operations 
within a two-shift device manufacturing plant as an Operations Manager at Abbott 
Laboratories.  She serves as the Board Chair for the St. Thomas Boys & Girls 
Club and Director at Large for the Association for Strategic Planning.  Her DBA 
specialization is Healthcare Management and doctoral proposal focuses on 
exploring financial strategies and initiatives for preventing rural hospital closure.

CHINUE UECKER
International Capital Management Company
Panel Moderator

MARIE MUSCELLA
The MITRE Corporation

Marie Muscella- has more than 30 years of experience in management and 
providing business strategy and organizational development services to both 
the public and private sectors. She currently leads MITRE’s Enterprise Business 
Strategy department focusing on strategic planning, governance, performance 
management, investment and portfolio management offerings that span across 
the entire US federal government. Marie currently is an active member of the 
Association for Strategic Planning (ASP) and holds an Executive MBA from 
Columbia University, Masters in Organizational Development from the American 
University and a Bachelor of Science from Simmons College. She also has 
earned the distinction as a Certified Strategic Management Professional (SMP.)  
In her spare time, she Chairs the Board of Directors for Community Lodgings, an 
Alexandria, VA non-profit as well as teaches therapeutic yoga and volunteers with 
America’s Adopt a Soldier. She also is a devoted Philadelphia Eagles football fan.
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75 MINUTE SESSION
2:15 PM - 3:30 PM

Jody Schrandt is a partner in Veriquest Partners, an executive coaching and 
strategy consulting group. Jody is an accomplished business leader, speaker, 
trainer and executive coach. He has led both large and small organizations to 
achieve a variety of customer experience awards while attaining exceptional 
operational results. Jody has focused as a leader and consultant on leadership 
development, team dynamics and translating strategy to tactical results. Jody 
is a certified trainer of Ken Blanchard’s Situational Leadership program, and an 
Authorized Partner of Wiley’s Everything DiSC and Five Behaviors of a Team 
programs. He is a Certified Customer Experience Professional (CCXP) by the 
Customer Experience Professionals Association (CXPA). He will be sitting for 
ASP’s SMP designation in November. He has worked with such companies as 
Bright House Networks, Charter Communications, H&R Block, U.S. Cellular, 
Ernst & Young and the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis.

Using the experience of several real-world lessons, I will present a story/
case study of a cable company who had a brilliant strategy for completely 
revamping its new customer installation process - only to watch the execution 
on that strategy fail for a number of reasons:

1. The formulation of the strategy only minimally included front line input 
(particularly employee) - LEAD

2. The strategy did not translate clearly to specific actions, tasks and goals 
- PLAN

3. Program lacked proper incentives to achieve behaviors and results - 
THINK

4. Leaders didn’t get total buy-in across organization – ACT

The story will include the lessons learned in each of the points of failure, and 
how proper methodology would have bridged the gap. In the end, the strategy 
itself was not fundamentally flawed, but its poor execution took a perfectly 
good strategy and obliterated it.

Lesson Learned: How a Beautiful Customer Strategy Can 
Go Down in  Flames

JODY SCHRANDT
Veriquest Partners
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75 MINUTE SESSION
2:15 PM - 3:30 PM

Alan is the president of Agile Strategy Manager, a strategy to execution software 
division of Y-Change, Inc., a software company enabling companies to convert 
strategy into reality. His expertise in agile strategy deployment, execution, and 
online software has helped companies deliver tangible results in organizations 
such as Amazon, Cisco Systems, Abbott Medical Optics & Great River Energy.

An ASP Certified Strategic Management Professional (SMP), Alan is also on 
the ASP Board of Directors and was inducted into their Hall of Fame in 2012. 
He was instrumental in the founding of the NorCal Chapter of the ASP. As 
a thought leader in strategic planning, agile strategy execution, and in the 
strategy community, he has produced software tools for planners across the 
country. Alan holds a Master’s Degree from SUNY and a BS from Syracuse 
University. Alan’s speaking engagements include presentations for the PMI 
conference at Sonoma State in September 2016, ASP national conferences 
and for the national Agile2106 conference in Atlanta. As an award-winning 
magician, he often incorporates magic into his presentations.

In order to lead and execute strategy in a disruptive world, organizations must 
become more agile. Unfortunately, strategy execution has traditionally been 
the weak link in doing so, for many organizations both large and small.

We believe that bridging the strategic execution gap happens when the 
organization’s strategic planning processes are better aligned, accountable 
and responsive. By using the Agile Strategy Execution Framework that 
integrates agile concepts with strategy execution best practices, senior leaders 
and strategy execution practitioners can revolutionize the “How” of strategy 
execution.

This session, using a case study with 4 years of execution and results, will 
show how lean and agile concepts were integrated with strategy execution 
best practices. In so doing, this energy transmission organization was better 
able to keep pace with and more proactively manage fast changing internal 
and external landscapes. A strategy execution maturity assessment model 
used at this organization will also be presented and given out, highlighting 
their successes and lessons learned during their journey.

Bridging the Strategy Execution Gap: Revolutionizing the HOW!

ALAN LEEDS
Y-Change, Inc.
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75 MINUTE SESSION
2:15 PM - 3:30 PM

Doug Maris has over twenty-five years’ executive leadership and strategy 
experience. Currently he serves as VP of Operations and a Senior Strategy 
Consultant for LBL Strategies (Chicago, IL). Doug’s vast healthcare 
experience includes serving as a Senior Director of Business Development 
for a senior healthcare company where he developed, launched, and led a 
strategic management system for a large healthcare organization with 2,200 
employees and $175 million annual budget. He also served as Executive 
Director for three large senior living/healthcare communities, responsible for 
over 600 employees and successful fiscal management of a $10,000,000+ 
annual operations budgets. While serving with a large senior living/healthcare 
non-profit organization, Doug served as project manager/lead for major 
corporate-wide change initiatives and projects (including integration to 
electronic health record platform, centralizing procurement automation and 
systems, establishing executive team dashboards, creating systems for 
increasing utilization of rehab service line, and initiating new reporting and 
metrics systems). Additionally he wrote and executed the business plan to 
launch a large pharmacy serving multiple campuses throughout Illinois and 
generating additional revenues for the company.

This session is targeted to leaders and project managers tasked with executing 
their organization’s strategy. It will be a hands-on work session introducing 
practical tools to help bridge the execution gap. The presentation will include 
group polling, breakout exercises, and small group discussions, allowing the 
participants to experience the value of tools presented. A practical toolkit will 
be provided to each participant as a takeaway.

Five Practical Tools to Bridge the Strategy-Execution Gap

DOUG MARIS
LBL Strategies
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Amy Yu is Senior Consultant and Director of Performance Management 
for LBL Strategies, Ltd, specializing in areas of strategic planning, strategy 
implementation and performance management. She has comprehensive 
knowledge of strategic management gained from her active involvement in 
various client projects.

Yu works closely with for profit and non for profit organizations, leading 
and supporting processes in developing strategic plans. She also drives a 
systematic strategy implementation process integrating major factors that 
organizations consider when executing their strategic plans. In addition, Yu 
designs systems and tools to help organizations interpreting, reporting and 
responding to performance results in order to effectively evaluate and control 
their strategic activities. Her other experience includes project coordination, 
visualization design and quantitative analysis.

Yu earned her bachelor’s degree in Economics from Shandong Economic 
University, in Jinan, Shangdong Province. China. Upon completion, she 
received a full scholarship to DePaul University where she earned a Master’s 
in Business Administration with two concentrations in Financial Management 
and Control and in Banking. Yu’s trans-global education and internship 
experiences have given her a practical understanding of the intersection of 
global economic trends and cultural differences. In addition to her M.B.A. and 
Bachelor’s degree, Amy holds the Strategic Planning Professional Certification 
from the Association for Strategic Planning. She also holds Balanced Scorecard 
Professional Certification and KPI Professional Certification from the Balanced 
Scorecard Institute.

Amy uniquely contributes to the LBL team by her process-driven capability, 
detail-oriented nature, multi-faceted skill set and high efficiency. She adds 
value across a wide range of development and implementation efforts and 
stays focused on deliverables as defined. As a quick learner, she is able to take 
on new skills and projects as needed. Being a creative thinker and analytical 
problem solver, she provides insights that keep the team from viewing issues 
from only one perspective.

AMY YU
LBL Strategies
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